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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Cathy Ace
The Case of the Dotty Dowager
Severn House Publishing
ISBN: 978-0727884954
July 2015
Hardcover $32.56
Henry Twyst, 18th Duke of Chellingworth, is convinced his mother is losing her
marbles. She claims to have found a corpse in her dining-room. Worried enough to
retain the women of the WISE Enquiries Agency (one is Welsh, one Irish, one
Scottish & one English) Henry wants the matter explained away. But the truth is
more complex, dangerous, and deadly, than anyone could have foreseen.

Cathy Ace
The Corpse with the Diamond Hand
TouchWood Editions
ISBN: 978-1771511445
October 2015
Trade paperback $14.95
Cait Morgan and Bud Anderson set sail on a romantic Hawaiian honeymoon cruise
and, for nearly two weeks, the mystery solving newlyweds are worry-free. But then a
man drops dead in the games room right in front of them. With only two days left at
sea—and thousands of possible suspects—the head of security is eager to solve the
case and invites Cait and Bud to aid in the investigation.

Cathy Ace
The Corpse with the Sapphire Eyes
TouchWood Editions
ISBN: 978-1771511209
May 2015
Trade paperback $10.91
It's Cait and Bud's wedding, but the rain won't stop, the supposedly romantic Welsh
castle feels creepy, and there's a dead body on the stairs. What appears to have been
the accidental death of the wedding's choirmaster reveals itself to have been a
murder. And when a series of mysterious events occur around the castle, Cait, Bud,
and Cait's sister Sian tackle the case.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Gail Anderson-Dargatz
Playing With Fire
Orca
ISBN: 9781459808409
October 2015
Mass market paperback $9.95
There's an arsonist setting fires in town. Reporter Claire Abbot thinks she knows who
the firebug is. Or does she? Playing with Fire is the second book in the Claire Abbott
mystery series.

Carolyn Arnold
Blue Baby
Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.
ISBN: 978-1-988064-03-1
September 2015
Trade paperback $16.99
eBook $4.99
Happiness is elusive for many, but from the killer’s standpoint, it’s something he
creates. And he’s determined to get it right...at least one more time. The murders
were one year apart, but the similarities have the interest of the FBI.

Carolyn Arnold
City of Gold
Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.
ISBN: 978-1-988064-35-2
November 2015
eBook $5.99
Trade paperback $14.99
Hardcover $25.00
Archaeologist Matthew Connor and his friends Cal and Robyn are finally home after
a dangerous retrieval expedition in Cambodia. While they succeeded in obtaining the
priceless Pandu artifact they sought, it almost cost them their lives. Still, Matthew is
ready for the next adventure.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Carolyn Arnold
Coffee is Murder
Carolyn Arnold
ISBN: 978-0987840004
May 2015
Mass market paperback $7.99
eBook $1.99
A cup a day won’t kill you, but a few might.
Their first case as private investigators have Sean, Sara, and Jimmy neck-deep in
coffee beans trying to find a killer. But instead of approaching matters from the
traditional standpoint, Sean and Sara brew a robust plot and stir Jimmy into the
blend, all to get close to their top suspect and grind out the truth.

Carolyn Arnold
Deadly Impulse
Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.
ISBN: 9781988064260
October 2015
eBook $4.99
Trade paperback $14.99
When a sixty-eight-year-old woman is found dead outside the hospital in a
wheelchair with an anti-abortion sign strapped to its back, Detective Madison Knight
expects it to be an open-and-shut case.

Carolyn Arnold
Valentine's Day is Murder
Createspace
ISBN: 978-1505611564
January 2015
Trade paperback $7.99
eBook $1.99
Jimmy finally takes a vacation--and a chance on love--only to be abducted. His female
companion originally thinks he had cold feet about their relationship, but Sean and
Sara know there’s more to it. Jimmy isn’t the type to just up and disappear, let alone
leave a lady stranded. Setting out on their private jet, Sean and Sara reach the tropical
paradise of Ocho Rios, Jamaica with sightseeing as the last thing on their minds.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Catherine Astolfo
Up Chit Creek
Imajin Books
ISBN: 1230000329897
May 2015
eBook $2.99
Murder has never happened in Chittendom Creek, let alone at the ReVisions
Retirement Residence. When the oldies start dropping like flies, it’s Kira Callahan to
the rescue. To solve the murder, Kira enlists the assistance of her friends, The Flower
Pots, named for their hippy proclivities.

Linwood Barclay
Broken Promise
Doubleday Canada
ISBN: 978-0-385-68374-6
July 2015
Trade paperback $22.95
While David Harwood searches for answers to how his cousin Marla happens to be in
possession a murdered woman's baby, strange events in town suggest someone wants
the people of Promise Falls to pay for the sins of their past.

E.C. Bell
Drowning in Amber
Tyche Books Ltd.
ISBN: 978-1-928025-37-5
January 2015
Trade paperback $16.95
She takes on the case of Honoria Lowe, a person of interest in a gruesome murder,
who swears she’s innocent. All Marie needs to do is talk to the spirit of the dead guy
to confirm. He should have been right by the tree where he was crucified. But he
wasn’t. Of course.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Michael Blair
True Believers
Linda Leith Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-927535-64-6
April 2015
Trade paperback $16.95
Things are slow for PI Hack Loomis when his assistant asks him to look into the
disappearance of her friend Belle Ryerson. Belle went missing after attending a
meeting of a UFO group run by a charismatic psychiatrist who claims to be in contact
with an alien mothership. Loomis soon finds himself facing people far more
frightening than true believers.

Giles Blunt
The Hesitation Cut
Random House Canada
ISBN: 9780345815972
August 2015
Trade paperback $22.00
Nothing could be more serene than the life of Brother William, a young Benedictine
monk who had turned his back on the world ten years earlier. But then Lauren Wolfe,
a troubled young poet, comes to use the library. One sight of the faint scars from a
failed suicide attempt on Lauren's wrist is enough to turn the monk's life upside
down.

Gail Bowen
12 Rose Street
McClelland & Stewart
ISBN: 9780771024009
March 2015
Hardcover $29.95
The indomitable Joanne Kilbourn is back! Joanne's husband Zack is the leading
progressive candidate in a neck-and-neck race, with the existing mayor, for Regina's
top job. Joanne soon realizes that sinister interests are working behind the scenes of
the election, and another savage act makes clear that someone will stop at nothing to
maintain the status quo.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Alan Bradley
As Chimney Sweepers Come to Dust
Doubleday Canada
ISBN: 978-0385678384
January 2015
Hardcover $19.76
Flavia rules! In this internationally bestselling series of enchanting mysteries,
youthful chemist and aspiring detective Flavia de Luce once again brings her
knowledge of poisons and her indefatigable spirit to solve dastardly crimes.

t.g. brown
O'Henry
Thriller Reads
ISBN: 9781928029014
March 2015
Trade paperback $14.75
eBook $2.99
Spring of 2003. After spending eleven months at the Vandenberg Psychiatric Hospital
of Massachusetts, Josh Ingram, once a decorated FBI profiler, is released back into
society. While out learning to noodle for catfish in the Louisiana Bayou, Ingram gets
notice the FBI is looking for him. O’Henry, a serial killer who once plagued New York
City, has resurfaced.

Alison Bruce
A Bodyguard to Remember
Lachesis Publishing
ISBN: 9781927555521 (eBook)
January 2015
eBook $4.99
Trade Paperback $14.99
Prudence Hartley has the same problems as every other single mom: getting her kids
to school on time; juggling a gazillion errands while trying to get a full day's work
done; oh, and don't forget about dinner. But everything is about to change for Pru
when she finds a dead man in her house. A dead spy to be exact.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Alison Bruce
Deadly Season
Imajin Books
ISBN: 9781772231533
November 2015
ebook $2.99
Kate and Jake are on the hunt for a serial cat killer who has mysterious connections
to her father’s last police case. Kate’s father had been forced to retire when he was
shot investigating a domestic disturbance. Is the shooter back for revenge? And is
Kate or Jake next? First in a series of Carmedy & Garrett Mini-Mysteries.

Steve Burrows
A Pitying of Doves
Dundurn Press
ISBN: 978-1-45973-106-6
May 2015
Mass market paperback $15.99
A diplomat’s killer ignores expensive jewellery and takes a pair of Turtledoves as the
only bounty. The related murder of a bird sanctuary’s director may offer Inspector
Jejeune an escape from policing into a coveted position studying birds. As diplomatic
pressure for results mounts, two careers hang in the balance. For DCI Domenic
Jejeune, the stakes have never been higher.

Dayle Campbell Gaetz
Disappearing Act
Orca Book Publishers
ISBN: 9781459808225
February 2015
Trade paperback $9.95
Leena O’Neil’s first case is a doozy. Her brother-in-law has been murdered and the
police suspect her sister, Georgia. Fed up with unrelenting criticism from her mother
and sister, Leena left home at nineteen. They haven’t spoken since. But everything
changes with a frantic phone call from Georgia, who claims her husband is trying to
kill her.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Melodie Campbell and Cynthia St-Pierre
A Killer Necklace
Imajin Books
ISBN-13: 978-1772231410
October 2015
eBook $3.83
Trade paperback $14.99
When Weather Network star Gina Monroe arrives in Black Currant Bay for her
wedding shower, happiness turns to horror. Who was the dead woman at the bottom
of the stairs? A killer is determined to keep her identity a secret, even if it means
killing again…

Melodie Campbell
Code Name: Gypsy Moth
Imajin Books
ASBN: B00UO9LP0Q
April 2015
eBook $2.99
Nell Romana loves two things: running the Blue Angel Bar, and Dalamar, a notorious
modern-day knight for hire. Too bad he doesn't know she is actually an undercover
agent. When Dalamar is called away on a routine job, Nell uncovers a rebel plot to
overthrow the Federation. She has to act fast and alone. Then the worst happens.
Her cover is blown...

Jo-Ann Carson
Ancient Danger
Jo-Ann Carson Terpstra
ISBN: 978-0-9738902-2-8
April 2015
eBook $3.81
During a costume ball in an ancient Venetian palace, an assassin tries to kill
super-model, Sadie Stewart. The CIA offers to help her, but in return they expect her
to stop Bakari al-Sharif, an arms-dealer with an insatiable thirst for power, from
stealing King Tutankhamen’s scarab from Highclere Castle. The second adventure for
Sadie in the Mata Hari series.
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Jo-Ann Carson
Covert Danger
Jo-Ann Carson Terpstra
ISBN: 9780973890211
April 2015
eBook $3.80
Paperback $15.00
High fashion model, Sadie Stewart, is a dedicated undercover CIA agent used to
getting her man. But this time she’s chasing a power-hungry international arms dealer
stealing ancient Egyptian amulets. She’s willing to risk everything to stop him.

Erika Chase
Book Fair and Foul
Berkley Prime Crime
ISBN: 978-0-425271490
August 2015
Mass market paperback $9.99
eBook $9.99
When a visiting book publicist dies while attending the Mystery Book Fair, Lizzie
Turner becomes the prime suspect in a murder mystery she can't put down. Now
Lizzie and fellow book buffs have to read between the lines of her past and catch the
real killer before Lizzie is written off for good.

Erika Chase
Law and Author
Berkley Prime Crime
ISBN: 978-0425278208
September 2015
Mass market paperback $10.49
eBook $8.99
Bob Miller, a member of the Ashton Corners book club, is stunned by the arrival of his
twenty-one-year-old granddaughter, whom he has never seen. After a dead man is
found and she's accused, it’s up to the members to uncover the real story before
another victim is written into the plot.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Jen J. Danna
A Flame In The Wind of Death
Harlequin Worldwide Mysteries
ISBN: 9780373269402
April 2015
Mass market paperback $7.99
Forensic anthropologist Matt Lowell and Massachusetts State Police Trooper Leigh
Abbott are called in to investigate burned remains following a fire in a historic antique
shop. Clues point to Salem's traditional Witchcraft community, but when a second
body is found in a similar fire, the team begins to suspect that coven members are
being framed.

Jen J. Danna
Dead, Without a Stone to Tell It
Harlequin Worldwide Mysteries
ISBN: 9780373269280
January 2015
Mass market paperback $8.99
When a human bone is found on a lonely stretch of coastline, a determined homicide
detective and a reluctant scientist risk their lives as they join forces to bring a serial
killer to justice. When the only evidence of murder is a single bone, homicide
detective Leigh Abbot pairs with forensic anthropologist Matt Lowell to solve the case.

Jen J. Danna
Two Parts Bloody Murder
Five Star Publishing
ISBN: 1432830279
February 2015
Hardcover $25.95
eBook $3.99
It’s a double surprise for Trooper Leigh Abbott as she investigates a cold case and
discovers two murder victims in a historic building. But when the victims are
discovered to be relatives—separated by over eighty years—the case deepens. When a
murder committed nearly forty years ago comes under scrutiny, the team realizes that
an innocent man was imprisoned and the real murderer is still at large.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Lisa de Nikolits
Between The Cracks She Fell
Inanna Publications
ISBN: 978-1-77133-225-5 312
September 2015
Trade paperback $22.99
eBook $9.99
A suspenseful and lyrical read, Between The Cracks She Fell is a powerful-first
person narrative about the explosive consequences of betrayal, survival in troubled
times and the pervasiveness of religious domination.

Vicki Delany
Haitian Graves
Orca Rapid Reads
ISBN: 978-1459808980
August 2015
Trade paperback $9.99
eBook $9.95
For RCMP Sergeant Ray Robertson, the vibrant color and sounds of Haiti hide dark
secrets. Robertson is serving with the U.N. in Haiti, a land of brilliant color and
vibrant life. An American businessman comes home to find his beautiful, young
Haitian wife face down in the swimming pool. The Haitian police immediately arrest
the gardener. But Ray isn’t so sure.

Vicki Delany
Rest Ye Murdered Gentlemen
Berkley Prime Crime
ISBN: 978-0425280805
November 2015
Mass market paperback $9.97
eBook $8.99
In Rudolph, New York, it’s Christmastime all year long. But this December, while the
snow-lined streets seem merry and bright, a murder is about to ruin everyone’s holiday
cheer…
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William Deverell
Sing a Worried Song
ECW Press
April 2015
Hardcover $25
Arthur Beauchamp prosecutes a thrill killer who turns on him, seeking to add him to
his list.
Based on a headline trial the author prosecuted of a thrill killer who actually did turn
on him, seeking revenge.

R.E. Donald
Sundown on Top of the World
Proud Horse Publishing
ISBN: 9780988111882
March 2015
Trade paperback $18.95
eBook $5.99
Former homicide investigator Hunter Rayne heads north on the Alaska Highway,
but a truck breakdown forces him to stop in Whitehorse. While awaiting repairs,
Hunter kills time with a trip to bush Alaska where a chance meeting rekindles his
interest in a baffling cold case. A reclusive trapper and his young girlfriend
disappeared from a bloody cabin 25 years before, leaving their sled dogs chained outside.

Marcelle Dubé
Ghosts of Morocco
Falcon Ridge Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-987937-00-8
March 2015
eBook $6.99
Trade paperback $17.99
Fifteen years after a traumatic event in Morocco, Hope Adler has reinvented herself
as a cautious, dependable businesswoman back home in Canada. No more
impulsiveness. No more risks. No more Wild Child. But when Meddur, the young son
of her Moroccan friend, lands on her doorstep, running from murderous Berber
radicals, she must reach deep into her past and bring back the Wild Child, because that’s the only way she
and Meddur will get out of this alive.
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CRIME FICTION: NOVELS & NOVELLAS
Elizabeth J. Duncan
Slated for Death
St. Martin's Press
ISBN: 9781250055217
April 2015
Hardcover $19.00
When the body of well-liked Glenda Roberts is found at the bottom of a former slate
mine, now a popular tourist attraction, pandemonium erupts in the North Wales
town of Llanelen.

Elizabeth J. Duncan
Untimely Death
Crooked Lane Books
ISBN: 162953191X
November 2015
Hardcover $30.00
eBook $10.00
A Catskills resort's production of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet takes a wickedly
ironic turn when the leading lady, Lauren Richmond, is first poisoned and then
stabbed. Who would extinguish the life of such a beautiful young thespian?

Allan J. Emerson
Death of a Bride and Groom
Five Star (Cengage)
ISBN: 978-1432830694
June 2015
Hardcover $27.95
When the body of writer Iris Morland is discovered in full bridal array atop a giant
wedding cake parade float, the little resort town of Honeymoon Falls is left reeling.
Not only is its reputation as "the Romance Capital of the World" at risk, its very
survival is threatened. Murder, it seems, has a chilling effect on those considering
venues for potential nuptials.
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John Farrow
The Storm Murders
Minotaur (St.Martin's Press/Thomas Dunne Books)
ISBN: 978-1250057686
May 2015
Hardcover $25.99
eBook $14.00
After a massive blizzard, two policemen are called to an isolated farm house sitting in
the middle of a pristine snow-blanketed field. Inside the lonely abode are two dead
people. Yet no tracks in the snow lead either to the house or away. What happened
here? Is this a murder/suicide case? Or will it turn into something much more
sinister?

Gloria Ferris
Shroud of Roses
Dundurn Press
ISBN: 978-1459730601
July 2015
Trade paperback $14.99
eBook $8.99
The graduating Class of 2000 held a final party in the gym before the old high school
was abandoned and boarded up. At midnight, the school emptied for the last time. Or,
so everyone believed. Despite being warned against meddling in police affairs, Bliss
enlists the help of two former classmates to find the killer. But, digging into the past
proves to be a dangerous pastime.

Sarah Fox
Dead Ringer (A Music Lover's Mystery)
HarperCollins (Witness Impulse)
ISBN: 9780062413031
June 2015
Trade paperback $14.99
eBook $2.99
Midori Bishop’s life is hitting all the right notes and she loves her job as a
professional violinist. But when she sets out to investigate the murder of a fellow
musician, the killer gears up for a grand finale -- with Midori as the intended victim.
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Peter Fritze
False Guilt
Peter Fritze
ISBN: 978-0-9937025-5-6
February 2015
eBook $3.75
Trade paperback $21.99
Paul Tews, a rising Toronto mergers and acquisitions lawyer, is on a leave of absence
for anxiety. An invitation to Rome from a woman with whom he’d once had a close
encounter seems like a perfect remedy. Instead he finds that all things captivating have
an ugly side. Paul must save himself from it all—and his past involvement with
murder.

Eva Gates
Booked for Trouble
Penguin Obsidian
ISBN: 978-0451470942
September 2015
Mass market paperback $9.99
eBook $8.99
Lucy has found her bliss as a librarian and resident of the Bodie Island Lighthouse.
But then her socialite mother, Suzanne, unexpectedly drops in, determined to move
Lucy back to Boston—and reunite her with her ex-fiancé. Suzanne picks a public fight
at the local hotel with her former classmate Karen Kivas. When Karen turns up dead
outside the library...

Eva Gates
By Book or By Crook
Signet
ISBN: 978-0451470935
February 2015
Mass market paperback $9.49
eBook $8.99
When her ten-year relationship implodes, Lucy realizes that the plot of her life is in
need of a serious rewrite. Lucy is thrilled to land a librarian job in her favorite place in
the world. But when a priceless first edition Jane Austen novel is stolen Lucy suddenly
finds herself ensnared in a real-life mystery.
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Joanne Guidoccio
A Season for Killing Blondes
The Wild Rose Press
ISBN: 9781509201730
June 2015
eBook $6.07
4 dead blondes + 1 brunette lottery winner with no alibi. A brunette lottery winner
never has an alibi when dead blondes turn up in dumpsters near her favourite
haunts.

R.J. Harlick
A Cold White Fear
Dundurn
ISBN: 9781459731998
November 2015
Trade paperback $17.99
eBook $8.99
While a major blizzard rages outside, Meg Harris is preparing for Christmas with a
young friend, when a knock suddenly echoes through her isolated house. Two strange
men, one injured, demand to come inside. Reluctantly she lets them in. So begins a
terrifying night that has Meg fighting to survive.

Donald J. Hauka
Pizza 911: A Mister Jinnah Mystery
Dundurn Press
ISBN: 1459728076
June 2015
Mass market paperback $11.99
The Tribune's editor-in-chief can kiss Hakeem Jinnah's ass goodbye! He's off to Africa
as king of his own Burger Palace. That is, until a charred, dismembered body is
discovered in a pizza oven. The lure of one last front-page byline is too much for
Jinnah to resist -- even if it turns out to be his own obituary.
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Janet Kellough
The Burying Ground
Dundurn
ISBN: 978-1-4597-2470-9
November 2015
Mass market paperback $11.99
Someone is digging up the graves at the Strangers' Burying Ground in Toronto - the
final resting place of criminals, vagrants and indigents - and the only person who
cares is the sexton, Morgan Spicer, who enlists the aid of his old friend, Thaddeus
Lewis. The graveyard's secrets lead Lewis and his son Luke into the hidden heart of
1851 Toronto...

Kay Kendall
Rainy Day Women--An Austin Starr Mystery
Stairway Press-Seattle
ISBN: 978-1941071175
July 2015
Trade paperback $18.55
eBook $7.46
In August 1969, intrepid Austin Starr, infant in tow, flies from Toronto to Vancouver
to support a friend suspected of murdering a women's liberation activist. When
Austin’s former CIA trainer warns a hit man is on her trail, her husband demands
that she fly home to him. How much should Austin risk when tracking the killer puts
her and her baby's life in danger?

Alexis Koetting
Encore
Five Star Publishing
ISBN: 9781432831233
September 2015
Hardcover $25.95
When bones are discovered in her yard, actress Bella James becomes obsessed with
uncovering their story. Upon learning that her cottage was the scene of a brutal
attack 30 years earlier, she comes to believe the two events are linked and soon finds
herself in a dangerous drama on and off the stage.
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Bob Kroll
The Drop Zone
ECW Press
ISBN: 978-1-77041-244-6
May 2015
Trade paperback $14.95
When a deranged teenager, a possible witness, crosses Peterson's path, he is propelled
into a sleazy, violent world of underage prostitution, sexual abuse, and human
trafficking as he pursues a merciless killer.

Cheryl MacDonald
Colonel Nichol and the Murdered Maiden
Heronwood Enterprises
ISBN: 978-0-9876787-3-7
August 2015
Trade paperback $19.95
eBook $9.95
In August 1812, Colonel Robert Nichol and his devoted companion Wallace are in
Amherstburg to repel invading Americans. They only find the enemy, they also
become embroiled in the investigation of a horrific murder. Their quest to find the
killer threatens the very future of the province.

Finley Martin
The Dead Letter
Acorn Press
ISBN: 978-1-927502-35-8
May 2015
Trade paperback $19.95
Almost no one wants Anne snooping around,but she pushes ahead regardless.
Eventually Anne becomes target number one.Time and clues run out. Threats end,
and the body count rises. When her own client calls it quits, Anne questions whether
there's any point in going-it alone.
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Mike Martin
A Twist of Fortune
Baico Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-77216-029-1
April 2015
Trade paperback $20.00
Sgt. Windflower is back on the case in Newfoundland. This time there's drugs, danger
and more than one dead body. A Twist of Fortune is the 4th book in the Sgt.
Windflower Mystery series set in beautiful Newfoundland. Foul weather, good food
and fun!

D.J. McIntosh
The Angel of Eden
Penguin Random House Canada
ISBN: 978-0143175766
June 2015
Trade paperback $26.00
New York antiquities dealer John Madison is hired to hunt for a stolen Renaissance
book of angel magic and the thief - a magician who hasn’t been seen for thirty five
years. Madison’s quest leads him to the real location of the Garden of Eden and the
surprisingly dark story of his own birth.

R.J. McMillen
Black Tide Rising
Touchwood Editions
ISBN: 9781771511230
June 2015
Trade paperback $14.95
A woman is missing on Nootka Island and retired cop Dan Connor is pulled into the
search to find her. At first, a large pool of blood and a vandalized totem pole are the
only clues Connor has to go on, but when Walker joins the search and a boy’s lifeless
body is found, they realize something more menacing is afoot...
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J.A. Menzies
Shadow of a Butterfly: A Manziuk and Ryan Mystery
MurderWillOut Mysteries
ISBN: 978-1-927692-11-0
2015
eBook $4.99
Trade paperback $16.95
Toronto police detectives Paul Manziuk and Jacquelyn Ryan are called to an
extraordinary Toronto seniors' residence where a resident has died of unnatural
causes. As they try to find the killer, they realize that nothing is quite the way it
seems, and the murder they’re investigating might just be the tip of the iceberg.

Rick Mofina
Full Tilt
Harlequin MIRA
ISBN: 978-0778317456
January 2015
Mass market paperback $7.99
eBook $7.99
A reporter receives a heart-stopping call from a detective on the discovery, at a chilling
crime scene, of a guardian angel charm that is similar to one belonging to her sister
who'd washed away after a car crash in a mountain river twenty years ago.

Luke Murphy
Kiss & Tell
Imajin Books
ISBN: 978-1772230895
July 2015
eBook $6.15
Charlene Taylor's first case is the high-profile murder of Ken Anderson, a playboy
UCLA professor with a haunted past. Not only does she feel pressure to solve her first
case, but Charlene must also deal with her father’s murderer, who enjoys baiting her
with his knowledge of her life and routine.
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Sandra Nikolai
Icy Silence
Vemcort Publishing
ISBN: 978-0-9947894-2-6
October 2015
Trade paperback $15.99
When ghostwriter Megan Scott and investigative reporter Michael Elliott agree to
speak at an exclusive boarding school, the undisclosed deaths of two students
overshadow their agenda. Fear mounts as a powerful ice storm cuts them off from
the rest of the world. Are they harbouring a potential murderer?

Nick Pengelley
Ryder: American Treasure
HarperCollins
ISBN: 9781443439008
March 2015
Trade paperback $21.99
eBook $13.99
During the War of 1812, British troops ransacked the White House and made off
with valuables that were never returned. Two centuries later, a curator finds a vital
clue to the long-vanished loot. Within hours, he is assassinated—and Ryder is
framed for his murder.

Nick Pengelley
Ryder: Bird of Prey
HarperCollins
ISBN: 978-1-44343-903-9
July 2015
Trade paperback $16.79
eBook $13.99
The Maltese Falcon was no mere tale. The fabulous jeweled golden bird really existed.
Still exists, according to the last words of a dying man. Ayesha Ryder is on its trail.
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Louise Penny
The Nature Of The Beast
Minotaur Books, St. Martin’s Publishing Group
ISBN: 9781250022080
August 2015
Hardcover $20.38
eBook $15.99
Hardly a day goes by when nine year old Laurent Lepage doesn't cry wolf. From alien
invasions, to walking trees, to winged beasts in the woods, to dinosaurs spotted in the
village of Three Pines, his tales are so extraordinary no one can possibly believe him.
Including Armand and Reine-Marie Gamache, who now live in the little Quebec
village.

Judy Penz Sheluk
The Hanged Man's Noose
Barking Rain Press
ISBN: 978-1-941295-24-3
July 2015
Trade paperback $13.95
eBook $5.95
On assignment in Lount’s Landing, journalist Emily Garland learns that many are
unhappy with plans to convert a schoolhouse into a mega-box store. When a vocal
dissenter dies, and another body is found days later, Emily teams up with newfound
friend Arabella Carpenter, a local antiques shop owner, to discover the truth—before
the murderer strikes again.

Susan Philpott
Blown Red
Simon and Schuster, Canada
ISBN 9781476765297
January 2015
Trade paperback: $19.95
Like a runaway train, Signy Shepherd has been blowing through danger signals all
her life. Recruited to the Line, a shadowy underground railroad dedicated to helping
women in peril, Signy has no idea that her first solo case will set her on a collision
course with a renowned photographer concealing a murderous past, a relentless
tracker with an explosive secret, and her own violent demons.
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Andrew Pyper
The Damned
Simon & Schuster Canada
ISBN: 978-1-4767-5519-9
February 2015
Hardcover $29.99
THE DAMNED is a supernatural thriller about Danny and Ash Orchard, fraternal
twins who both died on their sixteenth birthdays...but only Danny returned to life.
Now Ash haunts him, preventing him from friendship, love, a family. To protect
those he cares for, Danny must die a second time...

Madona Skaff-Koren
Journey of a Thousand Steps
Renaissance Press
ISBN: 978-1987963021
September 2015
Mass market paperback $19.88
eBook $3.94
Stricken with MS, marathon runner Naya, hides at home to recover. After her
childhood friend disappears and the police dismiss her concerns, Naya goes out to
find her. She follows a convoluted trail from high tech suspects to drug dealers, all
while becoming an irritant to the police.

Kristina Stanley
Descent
Imajin Books
ISBN: B01053N6CA
July 2015
eBook $6.27
Trade paperback $15.99
When Kalin Thompson is promoted to Director of Security at Stone Mountain
Resort, she soon becomes entangled in the high-profile murder investigation of an
Olympic-caliber skier. There are more suspects with motives than there are gates on
the super-G course, and danger mounts with every turn.
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Cheryl Kaye Tardif
E.Y.E. of the Scorpion
Imajin Books
ISBN: 978-1-77223-011-6
March 2015
eBook $2.99
When Eileen Edwards, a former-cop-turned-PI, is given the task of finding a missing
street kid named Zipper, she has no idea what she has let into her life. Not only did
the boy witness a murder, he’s now being hunted by at least one motorcycle gang...

James D. A. Terry
The Paladin
James D. A. Terry
ISBN: 978-1507651766
February 2015
Trade paperback $16.03
eBook $9.99
Terry’s first mystery explores one of the most baffling human concepts, that of
murder and yet, in the Bible's account of Cain and Able, it is a concept which has long
played a role in society. Murder cases frequently go unsolved not only for decades,
but for centuries and for many people this fact is just as disconcerting as the murder
case itself.

Cathy Vasas-Brown
Sympathy for the Devil
Cathy Vasas-Brown
ISBN: 978-1508477
February 2015
Trade paperback $13.99
eBook $6.99
It wasn't much of a classroom. Subterranean, for one thing. And devoid of the raucous
clamor and gleeful giggles that permeated most schools. This classroom held only one
student. She was tied to a chair. And the chair was bolted to the floor.
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Michelle Wan
IOU DEAD
Orca Book Publishers
ISBN: 978-I-4598-0908-6
September 2015
Trade paperback $9.95
Keno is a debt collector who works mean streets. When he and his partner Jaco
uncover the identity of a serial killer, Jaco sees a way to easy money. But the killer
turns the tables on them. And now they're on the run. Until Keno realizes that the
killer's next target is someone he cares about.

Donna Warner & Gloria Ferris
Targeted
Black Opal Books
ISBN: 9781626943506
December 2015
Trade paperback $6.99
eBook $4.99
What could be better than a week of sipping mojitos and strolling on a Caribbean
beach in the moonlight? Nothing, according to Jordan Blair and her friend.
Until…their vacation takes a sinister turn. Impulsive choices force Jordan to fight for
their lives. Will her survival skills save them, or result in a return flight home in body
bags?

Iona Whishaw
Dead In The Water
Friesen Press
ISBN: 978-1-4602-5496
March 2015
Hardcover $27.99
Trade paperback $19.99
eBook $2.99
It is 1946. A war-weary young ex-intelligence officer leaves London and seeks a new
and restful life in the wilds of British Columbia, only to find that death has followed
her there, and threatens to pull her into a vortex of even greater losses than the ones
she has endured.
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Mallory Neeve Wilkins
Hot-Walker Life on the Fast Track
MdhD
ISBN: 9780986903526
April 2015
Trade paperback $18.00
eBook $8.00
Canadian horse racing novel about Hot-Walker Frannie Harrison who witnessed the
violent murder of her fiance. Grief-stricken, she struggles with denial and
complicated relationships until Notice of Trial brings her back to Toronto to cope
with the painful ordeal that produces shocking testimonies.

Virginia Winters
The Child on the Terrace
Cambridge Books, imprint of Write Words Inc.
ISBN: 978-1-61386-196-7
July 2015
Trade paperback $19.95
eBook $7.88
While vacationing in Spain, Anne Mcphail must rescue a kidnapped Israeli child.
With Ari, the Mossad agent who saved her life in Bermuda, she races across Europe
to return the child to her family. Operatives of an arms cartel hunt her down to
retrieve the child, a pawn in political blackmail.

SG Wong
Die On Your Feet
SG Wong
ISBN: 978-0-9940880-0-0
April 2015
Trade paperback $20
eBook $2.99
In an alternate 1930s, Lola Starke is a PI with a trust fund. Tasked with two difficult
clients, she and her Ghost Aubrey find themselves entangled in a murky puzzle of
government officials, drug addicts and angry cops. Does she walk away or double
down?
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SG Wong
In For A Pound
ISBN: 978-0-9940880-1-7
August 2015
Trade paperback $20.00
eBook $5.00
In 1930s Crescent City, PI Lola Starke witnesses a shocking double murder. Drawn
into the ensuing investigation by her sense of duty, Lola faces off against a tight-knit
show business family and a slippery gangster while she does her best to honour the
dead—and contend with her own Ghost, Aubrey.

Yvonne Yourkowski
Sweetest Revenge
Create Space
ISBN: 978-0988093225
September 2015
Trade paperback $15.99
eBook $3.99
Detective Kaila Porter can't explain the motive for a brutal stabbing of a young
woman. Time is of the essence--bodies start piling up and the murders become
increasingly vicious. The worst is believed: a serial killer is on the loose, gaining
confidence with every kill.

SHORT STORIES, ANTHOLOGIES AND COLLECTIONS
Marcelle Dubé
Night Shift: A Mystery Collection
Falcon Ridge Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-987937-01-5
July 2015
eBook $0.00
In Night Shift: A Mystery Collection, Marcelle Dubé takes the reader to the darker
side of small towns with characters who struggle against outside foes and internal
demons. This collection features five stories and a novellette by the author of the
Mendenhall Mysteries.
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Kay Kendall
Strangers on a Plane (The Prometheus Saga)
Amazon Kindle
January 2015
eBook $1.23
In 1969 during a CP Air flight across Canada, a young mother travelling with her
infant meets an elderly woman who displays unusual powers.
But when a catastrophe threatens, are those powers strong enough to avert
disaster? This short story folds into Kay Kendall’s Austin Starr Mystery series,
published by Stairway Press of Seattle.

Mesdames of Mayhem
Thirteen O'Clock
Carrick Publishing
ISBN: 9781772420258
September 2015
eBook $3.99
Trade paperback $13.99
The Mesdames of Mayhem offer twisted tales of time and crime in their follow-up
anthology, Thirteen O'clock.

JUVENILE
Jayne Barnard
Maddie Hatter and the Deadly Diamond
Tyche Books
ISBN: 978-1-928025-33-7
October 2015
Trade paperback $11.95
eBook $3.99
Baron Bodmin, an adventurer with more failed quests than fingernails, has vanished
in circumstances that are odd even for him. While he is supposedly hunting a
legendary diamond in the Nubian desert, his expeditionary airship arrives off the coast
of England, adrift and deserted.
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Amber Harvey
Magda's Mysterious Stranger
treewithroots
ISBN: 978-0-9812414-30-2
August 2015
Mass market paperback $10.00
What do a rock band, old love letters, and a suspected child murderer have in
common? Nothing, you say? Well, these three elements combined in a medium of lies
and rumours create a powerful series of mysteries that Magda has to solve.

Angela Misri
Thrice Burned
Fierce Ink Press
ISBN: 9781927746691
March 2015
Trade paperback $18.00
eBook $7.99
If you play with fire, you could get burned. Portia is still reeling from finding out that
her guardian, Mrs. Jones, is actually the infamous Irene Adler and her grandmother.
As if finding that out wasn’t shocking enough, the revelation that Sherlock Holmes is
her grandfather has Portia feeling betrayed by her mother who took the secrets of
Portia’s lineage to the grave with her.

NONFICTION
Dean Jobb
Empire of Deception
HarperCollins Canada
ISBN: ISBN 9781443441087
May 2016
Hardcover $29.99
The untold story of 1920s Chicago con man Leo Koretz, who ran one of the longest
and most successful swindles in history. The Bernie Madoff of his time, he enticed
investors to pour up to $400 million, in today terms, into phantom oil wells in
Panama. And when his scam collapsed in 1923, he escaped to a new life in Canada.
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